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A sustainable energy system that

supports the prosperity and wellbeing

of current and future generations

Productive and low-
emissions business

Efficient and  low-
emissions  transport

Energy efficient  homes

Government leadership

Engage hearts and minds

Outcomes by 
focus areas

Our mission

Our desired outcome

Mobilise New Zealanders to be world

leaders in clean and clever energy use



Outcomes in “Engage Hearts & Minds”

✓New Zealanders feel that the way 

they use energy positively 

contributes to achieving New 

Zealand’s climate change 

commitments

✓New Zealanders expect and 

demand energy-related products 

and services based on their energy 

efficiency and sustainability 



Co-investing
We co-invest in energy-efficient technologies and 

renewable sources of energy

Regulating
We regulate proven 

technologies and processes 

Motivating people
We motivate people to 
make clean and clever 

energy choices

EECA’s Three Levers
positive systems change

Behaviour 
change focus is 

here

Behavioural 
insights can 
feed in here

Behavioural 
insights can 
feed in here



Systemic change will require broad public support 

The public will play a key role in 
tomorrow’s power markets 

EECA needs to shift:

from simple education/ information 
tactics

to a long-term behaviour change 
strategy



~75% of an individual’s carbon 
footprint is out of their direct 
control

Individual actions are not 
enough

A dual approach is needed

Source: Carbone4.com



LEADMOVE LIVEDO BUSINESS

TOP DOWN

Creating an environment to enable systemic change

Getting individuals to make climate-friendly choices where they can

Getting social license and demand for system change

Driving behavior-change through evidenced-based specific actions

BOTTOM UP

Create fertile ground to enable systemic change, where 

sustainable energy is accepted & demanded

Eg. develop and 
promote a vision 

for sectoral 
transitions

Eg. develop and 
promote sector-

specific behaviours

EECA’s Hearts & Minds Strategy



Motivating People

Inspire New Zealanders to live a 
climate-positive lifestyle now, by 
helping them understand that 
living with less (energy, 
emissions, harm) will actually 
give them more.





Make the link between 
vehicle choice & emissions

Interested & informed about low-
emissions vehicles

Actively choosing EVs

Accepting of disincentives on
private heavy vehicles

Creating fertile ground for an “efficient & low-emissions transport system”

Messaging journey: EV example 

ATTITUDE

ACTION

“Your SUV emits 30% more 
carbon than other cars”

“Buying an EV is a key step to 
reduce your carbon footprint”

“Most NZ’ers prefer to 
drive EV”

“EVs are cool”
“EVs are a necessity”



A coherent government voice on climate action is needed 

https://eeca.cohesion.net.nz/Sites/MC/_layouts/15/DocIdRedir.aspx?ID=MANDC-653819818-3671


Thank you

nina.campbell@eeca.govt.nz





WE DON’T NEED TO CONVINCE  PEOPLE THERE’S A PROBLEM

believe in climate change

Create ‘fertile ground’ for 
systemic change, where 
sustainable energy is 
expected and demanded

MOTIVATIONS1. How much do you agree or disagree that... JOURNEY:And finally, how would
you describe your actions on climate change?  Base: Total sample n=999

83%
of households

80%
of businesses

58%
of households

think climate change will 
impact their lifestyle

PEOPLE ACKNOWLEDGE THEY  COULD DO MORE

52%
know they’re doing a bit, 
but could be doing more


